Texture analysis as a radiomic marker for differentiating renal tumors.
To evaluate the utility of texture analysis for the differentiation of renal tumors, including the various renal cell carcinoma subtypes and oncocytoma. Following IRB approval, a retrospective analysis was performed, including all patients with pathology-proven renal tumors and an abdominal computed tomography (CT) examination. CT images of the tumors were manually segmented, and texture analysis of the segmented tumors was performed. A support vector machine (SVM) method was also applied to classify tumor types. Texture analysis results were compared to the various tumors and areas under the curve (AUC) were calculated. Similar calculations were performed with the SVM data. One hundred nineteen patients were included. Excellent discriminators of tumors were identified among the histogram-based features noting features skewness and kurtosis, which demonstrated AUCs of 0.91 and 0.93 (p < 0.0001), respectively, for differentiating clear cell subtype from oncocytoma. Histogram feature median demonstrated an AUC of 0.99 (p < 0.0001) for differentiating papillary subtype from oncocytoma and an AUC of 0.92 for differentiating oncocytoma from other tumors. Machine learning further improved the results achieving very good to excellent discrimination of tumor subtypes. The ability of machine learning to distinguish clear cell subtype from other tumors and papillary subtype from other tumors was excellent with AUCs of 0.91 and 0.92, respectively. Texture analysis is a promising non-invasive tool for distinguishing renal tumors on CT images. These results were further improved upon application of machine learning, and support the further development of texture analysis as a quantitative biomarker for distinguishing various renal tumors.